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Learning to Read and Spell in English
• There are about 44 distinct speech sounds in English 

(phonemes)
• There are about 250 ways of writing them
• Many sounds can be spelled in more than one way: 

babe, day, rain, eight, vacant, grey, gauge, great, vein, 
reggae (or gaelic)

• Many letters or letter combinations can represent 
more than one sound: beach, bread; now, yellow

• Some sound-spellings are much more common than 
others ☺



Dyslexia: Word Reading Disability

• By far the most common type of reading 
disability is dyslexia: impaired word reading 
ability

• A language-based disorder; not related to vision

• Linked to impaired phonemic awareness; the 
ability to hear and manipulate the sounds of 
language



Reading difficulty and disability…
• Is variation on normal development (like high 

blood pressure, not like influenza)
• Is caused and influenced by several different 

factors, both genetic and environmental

Ease of Learning to Read



Reading Difficulties and Disabilities

• Non-instructional treatment strategies are not 
effective.

• Identification is not an “exact science” 
• The same approach works for students with word-

reading difficulties and those with diagnosed dyslexia

What is effective?
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The Power of Instruction
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What is ADHD?
• ADHD is a neurologically-based condition, 

resulting primarily from genetics.
• It is not caused by bad parenting.
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What is ADHD?

Persons with ADHD have significant differences in 
the size and function of brain areas believed to play 
a role in a set of important functions, including:

Inhibition

Self-Regulation

Working Memory

Planning and Problem-Solving
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Inhibition

• The ability to delay one’s initial reaction or response 
to something

• An internal “brake” or “filter”.

• Poor inhibition can result in difficulties controlling 
behaviors and responses that are not relevant to a 
task; may result in hyperactivity 

• Increased emotional reactivity 



Self-Regulation: The ability to…
• Change course when needed: to stop or start doing 

something in response to feedback

• Act in your own long-term best interest, to delay 
gratification

• Regulate one’s own emotions (calm yourself down 
when upset; restrain yourself from lashing out when 
you perceive you have been attacked)

• Regulate attention and sustain mental engagement 
with a task (make yourself keep paying attention)



Poor Self-Regulation

• Difficulties starting or persisting on boring or 
challenging tasks

• Less likely to resume a previous task following an 
interruption

• Disorganization

• Poor sustained attention and effort



Working Memory
• The ability to hold information in memory and 

perform an operation on it at the same time
• The brain’s “worktable”
• Necessary for following multi-step directions
• Also necessary for many reading tasks, for 

example:
– Sounding out words
– Comprehension monitoring
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Difficulties with 
Planning and Problem-Solving

• Lack of flexibility in pursuing goals when 
problems arise 

• Difficulties selecting and applying a strategy 
to accomplish a goal
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Reading Difficulties and ADHD

• At least 25% of people with RD also have ADHD.

• At least 25% of people with ADHD also have RD.

• Inattentiveness, rather than hyperactivity, is 
primarily associated with reading difficulties and 
disabilities

• People with both ADHD and RD differ in important 
ways from those with RD alone or ADHD alone
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As a Group, Children with Both Reading 
Disabilities and ADHD have…

• More severe reading difficulties than with RD alone
• More severe attention difficulties than with ADHD alone
• More severe and pervasive neurocognitive impairment
• More severe academic failure
• More severe social impairment; more antisocial 

behaviors
• Weaker response to interventions
• Lower graduation rates
• Greater likelihood of being in the juvenile justice system
• Poorer long-term social and occupational outcomes

18Seidman, 2001; Willcutt et al., 2007, 2010



Interventions for Children with Both ADHD & RD 

• Well-validated interventions exist for each condition 
individually.

• Much less is known about effective approaches for 
children with both conditions.
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I-CARD: Interventions for Children 
with Attention and Reading 
Difficulties

Funded by:
The National Institute of Child Health and 
Human Development

National Institutes of Health 
Washington, D.C.
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Research Question

When children have both ADHD and serious reading 
difficulties…

– What is the effect of just intervening for ADHD?
– What is the effect of just providing intensive 

reading intervention?
– What is the effect of providing interventions for 

both conditions?
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The Study

• 216 children in grades 2-5 (about ages 7-11 years)

• All had serious word-reading difficulties and ADHD

• Conducted in Houston, Texas and Cincinnati, Ohio

• Children were randomly assigned to receive 
interventions in one of three conditions
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Three Groups

All Children in the Study
N=216

Attention 
Treatment 

Only

Reading 
Intervention 

Only

BOTH 
Attention 
Treatment 

and Reading 
Intervention
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ADHD Treatment

• Carefully-Monitored Medication
– Saw doctor once/week at first, then monthly

– We collected ratings of performance and side effects from 
parents and teachers before each visit

– Doctor changed medications and dosages until child did 
well, and this was continuously monitored

– 4 possible medications to choose from

• Parent Training



Highly Intensive Reading Intervention

• Four days per week for 45 minutes, for 16 weeks.
• Individual or in groups of two students with one 

teacher
• Addressed word reading (basic or multi-syllable), 

decoding, fluency, & comprehension, depending 
on student needs

• Published and unpublished programs with 
evidence of effectiveness from scientific reading 
research



Preliminary Results: After Cohort 4
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Word Study



Text  Reading



Fluency and Comprehension 



Hands-On Phonics Practice (HOPP)



Hands-On Phonics Practice
• Active involvement  with manipulatives and games 

encourages cognitive involvement.

• Students with learning difficulties need extended 
opportunities for practice.

• Activities from Responsive Reading Instruction  
(Denton & Hocker, 2006)



Characteristics of Effective Reading 
Instruction for Students with Attention and 

Reading Disorders
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Explicit Instruction Routine

Model and teach (“I do it”)
Show students the correct way.

Guided practice (“We do it”)
Students do it with teacher 
support.

Independent practice (“You do it”)
Students practice alone.

Cumulative practice
Students practice new items 
along with items already learned.



Letter-Sound Instruction
• MODEL
“I do it” The sound of this letter is ___.
• GUIDED PRACTICE
“We do it” Do it with me.  What’s the sound of this 
letter?
• INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
“You do it” Your turn.  What’s the sound of this letter? 
(individual turns)

• CUMMULATIVE PRACTICE
Let’s practice this letter along with the other 

ones we have learned.



Systematic Instruction
• Carefully sequenced 

instruction
• Easy to hard
• Teach required pre-skills
• Separate possible 

confusions
• Frequent reviews



Quick Pacing and Active Student 
Involvement

• Several brief instructional 
and practice activities

• Well-organized with little 
“down time”

• Little “Teacher Talk”
• “Hands-on” Manipulatives
• Perky pacing



Extended Opportunities for Practice 
with Feedback and Scaffolding

• Students need extended 
practice over time.

• Feedback is essential.

• What is practiced 
becomes a habit: Don’t 
let students practice 
their mistakes!



Poor Planning and Flexibility in ADHD

• Taught one 3-step strategy for identifying 
unknown words

• Also taught a simple strategy for reading multi-
syllable words
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Reading Challenging Words:
What Do You Do?

"Our previous work demonstrated 
that regulation of apoptotic cell 
death is a critical factor in 
controlling lymphomagenesis.”

Unpublished manuscript, 
Used with Permission



Three-Step Strategy for Reading Words

1. Look for parts you 
know.

2. Sound it out.
3. Check it! Make sure 

the word you read 
makes sense.



Discourage reliance on a guessing 
strategy.
When reading non-decodable text:  If the student 
doesn’t have the knowledge or skills to decode a word, 
the teacher models the 3-part strategy or supplies the 
word.



Poor Working Memory in RD and ADHD

• Break down multi-step directions
• Teach students to sound out words smoothly, 

without breaking between the sounds
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Say It Slowly

• Say the sounds in a 
word in a smooth, 
stretched-out way 
while pulling a Slinky 
apart.

• Say the whole word 
while putting the 
Slinky back together.



Don’t break between the sounds when 
saying a word slowly….

/j/        /ŭ/        /m/       /p/



DO sound out words in a smooth, 
connected way!



Stretching Words Format
 MODEL
 “I do it”  “My turn.”

Listen. I’m going to say the sounds in man. 
Mmmmaaaannnn.

 GUIDED PRACTICE
 “We do it” “Do it with me.” Say the sounds in man.
 INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
 “You do it” “Your turn.” Say the sounds in man.  

Joey, say the sounds in man.  Martina, say the sounds 
in man.



Sound Out Smoothly
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Some Take-Aways
• Word-reading difficulties and ADHD are both brain-based 

conditions with underlying genetic causes.

• Children with both disorders have more serious impairment 
and worse outcomes than those with one of them.

• Effective reading instruction for these children is explicit, 
systematic, provides many opportunities for practice with 
feedback, and is quick-paced and “hands-on.”

• Use effective programs with these characteristics.

• Children may need intensive intervention for extended 
periods of time
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Programs Cited

• Sound Partners (Vadasy & others, 2005):  Decoding, word 
reading, & spelling instruction.  Published by Sopris 
West/Cambium/Voyager. 

• Sound Partners Plus (Vadasy & Sanders, 2007).  Multi-syllable 
word reading. Published by Washington Research Institute.

• Quick Reads fluency program (Hiebert, 2003). Published by 
Pearson.

• Responsive Reading Instruction (Denton & Hocker, 2006). Out 
of print but available on Amazon.com.
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